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Winterthur, November 5, 2019 

Hybrid-Acoustics PET sets new standards for sustainable noise protection 
 

 

Lighter, quieter and more environmentally-friendly vehicles ‒ this is what Hybrid-Acoustics PET 

from Autoneum stands for. The product innovation for the engine bay is not only characterized 

by its lightweight construction and noise protection optimized for electric vehicles, it also con-

vinces through sustainability: Components made of Hybrid-Acoustics PET consist entirely of 

PET, which is largely obtained from recycled fibers, and thus meet customer demand for 

environmentally-friendly mobility solutions. 

 

With Hybrid-Acoustics PET, Autoneum has adapted its textile interior technology Hybrid-Acoustics 

for use in the engine compartment. The patented innovation is based on a unique fiber material that 

acts as an insulator and absorber at the same time. Among others, Hybrid-Acoustics PET is used to 

encapsulate electric motors, thereby reducing noise directly at the source and particularly attenuating 

high-frequency sounds of the electric drive unit. This key technology accordingly ensures optimum 

noise protection in the passenger cabin and greater driving comfort. 

 

At the same time, components made of Hybrid-Acoustics PET convince with their low weight. Com-

pared to conventional insulators, they are up to 40 percent lighter and thereby contributing to a 

greater driving range. They are also flameproof and find application as powertrain-mounted insu-

lators for combustion engines thanks to their temperature resistance of up to 180°C. The parts, 

which consist to a large extent of recycled PET fibers, are produced waste-free and are completely 

recyclable – an outstanding life cycle assessment compared to equivalent components in the engine 

bay. Hybrid-Acoustics PET therefore exemplifies Autoneum's commitment as part of its Advance 

Sustainability Strategy 2025 to continuously improve the environmental performance of its product 

portfolio and thus contribute to a resource-efficient mobility. 

 

Starting in spring 2020, e-motor encapsulations made of Hybrid-Acoustics PET are being produced 

for various new electric models of a Swedish car manufacturer at the Company’s Taicang plant in 

China (Jiangsu province). In addition, Autoneum will supply engine-mounted parts to various French 

and Japanese vehicle models with combustion engines from its site in Valldoreix, Spain. 

 

 
Pictures: 

Photos of Hybrid-Acoustics PET are available for download under 

www.autoneum.com/2019/11/05/hybrid-acoustics-pet-sets-new-standards-for-sustainable-noise-

protection. 
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For further information, please contact: 

 
 
Investors and Financial Analysts Media 
Bernhard Wiehl Dr Anahid Rickmann 
CFO Head Corporate Communications & Responsibility 
T +41 52 244 82 82 T +41 52 244 83 88 
investor@autoneum.com media.inquiry@autoneum.com 

 
About Autoneum 

Autoneum is globally leading in acoustic and thermal management for vehicles. The Company develops and 
produces multifunctional, lightweight components and systems for interior floor and engine bay as well as the 
underbody. Customers include almost all automobile manufacturers in Europe, North & South America, Asia and 
Africa. Autoneum operates 55 production facilities and employs around 13000 people in 25 countries. The 
Company with its headquarters in Winterthur, Switzerland, is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange  
(ticker symbol AUTN). 
 
www.autoneum.com 

 

 

 

Autoneum. Mastering sound and heat. 
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